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First trip to Uruguay! The Reformed work 
begins in Uruguay

My first trip to the South American country of 
Uruguay began with an all-night flight, arriving in the Some five or six years ago a Brazilian pastor, 
capital city, Montevideo at 5:30 AM.  I was picked up Mauricio Rolim, was sent by the Igeja Presbiteriana do 
by Rev. Mark Richline, an OPC minister, who received Brasil to work in church planting in Montevideo.   Two 
me into his home for the time I was in Montevideo.  years ago the OPC investigated the possibility of 
The wonderful hospitality that Mark, Jenny and their helping with this work, and Mark and Jenny Richline 
four children (and “Flecha” the dog!) showered on me were assigned here.  Just recently, the PCA has 
was truly a blessing.  “Thank you and God bless you assigned the Call family as well.  The first 
all!” to Mark and Jenny. confessional, Reformed church in Montevideo is being 

I’m not up to date on the history of Uruguay, and raised up.
had never traveled here before.  What is apparent is a The plans for a Reformed theological conference 
quite secular society, maybe similar to countries in were worked out, and CLIR was invited along with two 
Europe.  There are few churches, and NO historic, Brazilian pastors and an Argentine pastor.  The topic 
Reformed presence.  There was a Waldense church was centered around the “Legacy of the Reformation”, 
established long ago, but it has become very liberal.  and my specific topic was “The preeminence of the 
Uruguayan society is wary of “religion”, and they Gospel”.  The other men who spoke were very good, 
appear to be happy with their secularism. and the Argentine pastor, Alejandro Riff, is part of the 

The “health and wealth” churches that plague the translation team for the Trinity Foundation, who are 
rest of Latin America have made attempts to invade working on a much needed Latin American translation 
Uruguay, but they only confirm what many secular that is faithful to the original texts.  Rev. Riff is very 
Uruguayans believe about religion, that it is just a tool knowledgeable of the Reformation history, (continued)
to manipulate people.  They have done much damage 
to the image of religion.

Reformed church 

plant in Uruguay underway



especially that having to do with the translation and 
transmission of the Scriptures.  It was a delight 
sharing the conference with these speakers.  And the 
Uruguayan Christians who joined us, mostly from 
the local congregation, were a special treat!  I don’t 
refer to the goodies that were served with coffee  
(Uruguay is known for its pastries that include a 
type of sweetened and condensed milk, “dulce de 
leche”), but I refer to the sincere hospitality and 
genuine friendship they shared with us.

Even though the turnout was not very large, the 
conferences were filmed and will be available on line.  
Pastor Mauricio expressed his conviction that next 
year  more will join the conference.  It was necessary to 
get the event started, with the goal of a future harvest.

Enjoy the fotos!

Thank you for your prayers and offerings.  We are able to 
fulfill our task because of them! Please keep us in your prayers!

The Richline family that shared
their hospitality with me, a lovely treat!

Conference speakers were invited from
Brazil, Argentina and Costa Rica
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